Cross evaluation matrix was suggested to resolve a ranking problem in the data envelopment analysis (DEA) context. The cross evaluation matrix is composed of simple efficiency and cross efficiency values of decision making units (DMUs). However, simple efficiency cannot discriminate efficient DMUs because of the nature of basic DEA models. To make complete use of the efficiency information of DMUs, a modified cross evaluation matrix is proposed. The modified matrix consists of super-efficiency values for diagonal elements and crossefficiency values for non-diagonal elements. As the efficiency values are not limited to '1' in super efficiency approach, the proposed matrix can explain the difference of efficiency of efficient DMUs. The proposed matrix can be more accurate than the original cross evaluation matrix. Consequently, the rank order of DMUs generated by the suggested matrix reflects differences in relative efficiency of DMUs. A numerical example is given to show the superiority of the proposed approach. This is done by comparing with other available ranking methods in the DEA context. Several distance measures are utilized to compare rank consistency of the ranking methods. Finally, a case study is presented to explain how our approach is applied to real ranking problems.
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a linear programming procedure for a frontier analysis of decision making units (DMU) with multiple inputs and outputs (Charnes, et al., 1978) . DEA models classify DMUs into two groups, efficient and inefficient ones. The DMUs with efficiency measure of less than '1' are categorized as inefficient DMUs, and the ones with efficiency measure of '1' are categorized as efficient DMUs. With this property this approach is very useful to select efficient ones among many DMUs. However, it is not capable of providing sufficient information to decision makers who are interested in ranking DMUs. The reason is that all efficient DMUs have the same value of efficiency. The lack of discrimination ability of the DEA approach has been discussed frequently in the related literature. In particular, discussions are made when an insufficient number of DMUs is engaged or when too many input and output factors are involved relative to the number of DMUs. Due to this issue considerable research efforts have advanced DEA procedures (Adler, et al., 2002) .
DEA measures relative efficiencies of DMUs with multiple inputs and outputs. Relative efficiency is defined as a ratio of total weighted output to total weighted input. The basic DEA model can be written as (1.1). It is also called the CCR model (Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes, 1978) . The CCR model calculates the efficiency of DMU 0 by comparing DMUs with outputs yrj and inputs xqj. where u r and v q are non-negative weight factors. The second constraint set guarantees that no DMU has an efficiency value of larger than '1'. Consequently, all efficient DMUs have efficiency value of '1'. This feature gives rise to the lack of discrimination capability of the DEA approach over the efficient DMUs. To overcome this limitation, Anderson and Peterson (1993) suggest a super-efficiency model. This model allows efficient units to have larger efficiency score than '1'. It is achieved by removing the constraint limiting the efficiency score of the DMU below '1'. Namely, the constraint, , for j=0 is removed. As a result, the super efficiency model enables to provide information about DMUs which are more efficient among the efficient DMUs determined by the original DEA model.
Many researchers have attempted to get a rank of DMUs in the context of DEA. Cook and Tone (1997) argue that original efficiency value would be determined from different facets. In other words, efficiency values are derived from comparisons involving performances of different sets of DMUs. However, this model only ranks inefficient DMUs according to a scalar measure of inefficiency in DEA based on slack variables. The super-efficiency model proposed by Andersen and Petersen (1993) can be used for ranking DMUs, especially for ranking the efficient units. The suggested model enables an extremely efficient DMU k to have an efficiency value greater than '1' by removing the constraint limiting its own efficiency to '1' in the original DEA model. This model has significance for discriminating among efficient DMUs in their efficiency measure. However, the objective function value of the model is considered as a rank score for all units. This value implies the proportion of the maximum efficiency score that each DMU attained with its chosen weights in relation to a virtual DMU closest to it on the efficient frontier. In other words, the super efficiency value of an efficient DMU depends on only the adjacent DMUs of this DMU not on DMUs. It might be unreasonable to rank DMUs based on only super efficiency values. propose a cross efficiency concept and Doyle and Green (1994) recommend a cross evaluation matrix for ranking units by employing cross efficiency. Once the best set of weights has been chosen for a particular DMU k using model (1.1), the cross-efficiency for an other DMU j, ce kj , can be calculated using the optimal weight set , (v q * , u r * ) of
That is, ce kj is can be considered as an efficiency value of DMU j judged by DMU k. For this reason, this research provides an intuitive interpretation that cross efficiency is regarded as a peer appraisal while simple efficiency is regarded as a self appraisal. It seems to be reasonable that the cross efficiency, ce kj , is interperted as a peer evaluation value of DMU j by DMU k because the cross efficiency ce kj is the efficiency value of DMU j using DMU k's weights. The rest of this paper has the following organization: Section 2 discusses a ranking model using the revised cross evaluation matrix. Section 3 involves a further analysis about rank consistency of the proposed ranking method. Section4
illustrates how to apply the proposed ranking method. It provides a case study evaluating 23 research project groups supported by the Korean government research program.
A revised cross evaluation matrix
As discussed earlier, a weakness of the original DEA models is that a considerable number of DMUs are typically characterized as efficient (Anderson and Peterson, 1993) . Thus, the model is not able to discriminate efficiency or performance among efficient DMUs and to provide any preferential difference among the efficient DMUs. The cross evaluation matrix suggested by Doyle and Green (1994) 
where x j ={x qj } is an input vector in which x qj is the q th input value of DMU j and y j ={y rj } is an output vector in which y rj denotes the r th output value of DMU j. v q is the weight of the q th input variable for DMU 0. u r is the weight of the r th output variable for DMU 0.
By excluding the DMU under evaluation from the second constraint set, the objective function for obtaining the super-efficiency value of the DMU is allowed to have larger value than '1'. Obtaining this super-efficiency for DMU 0 can also be considered as another process of self-appraisal. The super-efficiency can more accurately reflect differences among efficient DMUs than simple efficiency used in Dolye and . Now, cross efficiency values of DMUs can be calculated with the weight set obtained from (2.1). In order to maximize super-efficiency let DMU 0 choose its own weights v q and u r respectively for input and output. The cross-efficiency of other DMUs can be calculated by simply using the weights chosen by DMU 0.
By executing the above model for each DMU, super-efficiency values and cross-efficiency values are obtained and a revised cross evaluation matrix is constructed for ranking DMUs. Figure 1 shows a revised cross evaluation matrix constructed by replacing simple efficiency of the diagonal elements with super-efficiency. By using the super-efficiency in the diagonal elements instead of simple efficiency, the revised matrix contains more information about the differences of performance between efficient DMUs than the existing cross evaluation matrix. Therefore, this revised matrix can give a rank based on more information about efficiency of DMUs.
As Doyle and Green (1994) we can interpret the leading diagonal, consisting of super-efficiency values, as selfappraisal and non-diagonal elements can be regarded as peer-appraisal. The revised cross evaluation matrix can be used to get a ranking of DMUs in various ways. The ranking of DMUs can be easily obtained by using the row average of the matrix.
The weighted row average of the matrix, with different weights to one self appraisal and m-1 peer appraisals, can also be used to get a rank of DMUs. In this paper, the final rank is obtained by using this weighted row average of the matrix. In order to calculate the final score of a DMU we assigned the weight 1/2 to the diagonal element and the weight 1/2*(m-1) to each nondiagonal element. That is, the final score of a DMU is calculated by finding the average between the diagonal element (superefficiency) and the average of m-1 non-diagonal elements (cross-efficiency). DMUs can finally be ranked by the final scores.
Rank Consistency between the whole and partial ranking lists
This section discusses the relevance of the proposed cross evaluation matrix as a ranking method with rank consistency measures. No absolute and general criterion exists to evaluate a ranking method. However, as an alternative approach, the consistency of ranks can be considered as a desirable feature of a ranking method. To verify a ranking method, a rank reversal probability, where an alternative or a DMU is newly added or removed, can be used. Wang and Luo (2009) identified that there exists a rank reversal problem even in the cross-efficiency evaluation method. Therefore, in this section, Figure 1 . A cross evaluation matrix using super-efficiency (SE) and cross-efficiency (CE).
the nursing home example drawn from is utilized to verify our ranking method by comparing with several existing ranking methods based on some distance measures.
Suppose there are n DMUs to be ranked by using some ranking method. We get a rank order of n-1 DMUs except any DMU by using the same ranking method. The ranking method can be considered more valuable when the partial rank order with n-1 DMUs is consistent with the complete ranking of the all DMUs. In other words, a good ranking method is expected to provide a consistent rank order regardless of addition of a new DMU or exclusion of an existing DMU. In this context, we investigate if our approach can generate consistent rankings with the complete and incomplete list of DMUs. Table 2 shows a numerical example. It is exploited to examine the rank consistency issue described above. Table 2 shows the nursing home example data taken from . In this example, six DMUs are evaluated over two inputs, staff hours per day and supplies per day, and two output variables, total Medicare plus Medicaid reimbursed patient days and total private patient days. With this example our approach as well as three existing ranking methods is analyzed in terms of ranking consistency. To measure the ranking consistency of a given ranking method we calculate a difference between a ranking order with only a part of DMUs and a ranking order of the DMUs in the full ranking list. The CCR model (1.1) usually has multiple optimal solutions because simple efficiencies (self evaluations) are forced to be below '1' by constraints of the model. In this scheme, cross efficiency of a DMU varies according to the weight set, (v q * , u r * ), chosen from multiple optimal solutions to calculate cross efficiency by Equation (1.2). According to the choice of the weight set from multiple optimal solutions , several types of cross evaluation matrix including arbitrary selection (AR), benevolent selection (BE), and aggressive selection (AG) can be used. In arbitrary selection, a weight set (solution) is selected from multiple optimal solutions arbitrarily (usually first found) to calculate cross-efficiencies (peer evaluations) and build the corresponding cross evaluation matrix. On the other hand, in the case of benevolent and aggressive selection model, we select a friendly or hostile optimal solution for other DMUs among multiple optimal solutions by maximizing or minimizing secondary objective function . Table 3 shows four cross evaluation matrices for the nursing home example generated by the AR, BE, AG methods and the revised cross evaluation matrix (RC). Table 3 . Cross evaluation matrix with AR, BE, AG, and our approach.
Nursing home example

Arbitrary (AR) Benevolent (BE) Aggressive (AG) Our Approach (RC)
A 1.00 0.50 0.71 0.29 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.58 0.71 0.29 1.00 1.00 2.00 0.82 1.00 0.33 1.00 1.00 B 1.00 1.00 0.65 0.65 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.29 1.00 0.27 0.65 1.00 1.00 1.00 Table 4 provides diagonal elements (self evaluation) and averages of non-diagonal elements (peer evaluation) for each approach. Also, average vales of self and peer evaluations and rank orders based on the values are given. Partial ranking lists with 5 DMUs are computed by four ranking methods. The 6 subsets of DMUs are created by eliminating a specific DMU from A to F. For each subset we implemented four ranking methods. We built the cross evaluation matrix using the results of each model. Finally, we obtained ranking lists for each ranking model and for each partial set of DMUs. The rank lists are summarized in Table 5 . Now, we have to compare these partial ranking lists with partial lists of full ranking list over 6 DMUs. For a given ranking method, the more similar the rank order without a specific DMU in Table 5 is to the rank order (Table 4 ) of remaining five DMUs except the excluded DMU, the better the ranking method is. A rank consistency measure is required to compare similarity of any two rank orders.
Distance measures
Rank consistency is defined as the difference of the two given ranking lists. The difference is quantified by utilizing several distance measures from previous works. Suppose two ranking lists, X and Y, are given and these lists rank m DMUs. The ranks of DMU i in X and Y are denoted as R X (i) and R Y (i) respectively. O represents the set of DMUs. Now, we introduce five well-known distance measures: Spearman's Footrule (Diaconis and Graham, 1977) , Euclidean Distance, Spearman's Rho (Rohatgi, 1976 ), Kendall's Tau (Kendall and Gibbons, 1990) ; and Probabilistic Distance (Ha and Haddawy, 1998) . These measures compute the distance D(X, Y) between two ranking lists X and Y as follows:  Spearman's Footrule (Diaconis and Graham, 1977) : (Rohatgi, 1976) (Kendall and Gibbons, 1990, Kendall, 1938) (Ha and Haddawy, 1998) 
Rank consistency
For a given ranking method a ranking consistency (RC) is defined as shown in Equation (3.1). The RC is the average of distances between partial ranking lists without DMU i , R O-{i} , and ranking lists, R O \{i}, generated by eliminating DMU i from the complete ranking list.
O and n(O) denote the set of DMUs and the number of DMUs in set O respectively. D(.) is one of distance measures defined in Subsection 3.2. It is clear that a ranking method having a smaller RC value can provide better rank consistency. In terms of rank consistency, with the Nursing home example we evaluate four ranking methods namely, Original DEA(AR), Benevolent(BE), Aggressive(AG), and the proposed model(RC). Table 6 summarizes RC values for four ranking methods and five measures. These results show that the RC method is superior to other methods except in the case of DMU E. Despite generating an inferior result for this case, our approach has an additional desirable feature. It uses more information about the relative difference of efficient DMUs than others in ranking DMUs. It is due to this reason that the RC method applies super efficiency as diagonal elements in evaluation matrix to discriminate efficient DMUs.
The AR method which shows similar results to the RC has a major defect. It does not guarantee the same solution for repeated application to the same problem. In a simple efficiency model, weight vectors are selected at random among multiple optimal solutions. These vectors are used to calculate other DMUs' cross efficiencies. Consequently, we can say that these cross efficiencies are determined randomly. Therefore, the results of the AR model do not always outperform the results of the proposed model. Consequently, the super efficiency model can discriminate efficient DMUs better than the other three models. Therefore, we can conclude that the suggested approach eventually gives more consistent and desirable rank order than the three other models.
CASE STUDY: Ranking Research Centers
The technologies are judged whether they can be utilized to develop high-tech products, which contribute to improvement of national competitiveness, within ten years. Second, researcher evaluation appraises if the principle researcher is able to fully utilize R&D experience and capabilities of the research centers and can manage a large-scale, long-term project.
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